Magnetic Car Phone Holder By Blue-Garuda
Makes Amazon Top 50 List In Its Category
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The phone mount produced by California based company, Blue-Garuda, has recently made it to the
top 50 magnetic car phone holders on Amazon. Fending off the competition in a crowded market, the
phone holder has managed to achieve this rank within just a few months of its launch. Spokesperson
for Blue-Garuda, Dominic James, explained, "Our phone holder has flourished, not only due to the
innovative design and quality, but also due to our ceaseless efforts to provide the best customer
service that adequately complements our product." This assertion is evident from the company's
flawless 5-star seller feedback ratings on their Amazon store provided by 90 of their customers.
The Magnetic Car Phone Holder is a relatively new design, consisting of a magnetic base that hinges
to a vehicle's air vent and a small metal strip attached to the phone or its case. "It is a car phone
holder with a difference," explains Dominic. "The base incorporates a super magnet enclosed in a
high quality rubber material. This creates a dual feature as a stable grip for devices in addition to
minimizing vibrations that can occur from driving." The phone is secured in place with a rubber grip,
"Unlike conventional phone holders that use a sticky residue to fix them in place," Dominic
elaborated, "the Blue-Garuda car phone holder clips on to a vehicle's air vent leaving dashboards and
windshields free of suction marks and clutter."
Touting customer service as their strong point, Blue-Garuda has created a screening system by which
they scan reviews and feedback for unsatisfied customers. Depending on the problem, their team can
then attempt to resolve any issues. "Customer satisfaction remains our number one priority," states
Dominic, "and we will always look for ways to improve it further."
The company is currently offering a special offer on the car phone holder on their Amazon store with
53% off the listed price plus a free bonus. This is also supplemented by their 30 day money back
guarantee as well as free shipping via Amazon Prime. For the convenience of their customers, BlueGaruda has provided a video review of the phone holder that can be watched by following the link;
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCH71OOBvKKmjwSPiYOSIeyw.
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